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Understanding the big picture begins with hashing.
How could bitcoin be worth anything? How does that even make sense? It is
purely digital. There is nothing physical to see or touch. How can you turn thin
air into money?
Understanding the technical details does not come easily for everybody,
especially those not technically inclined. But it is important to at least
understand the big picture in order to think about bitcoin clearly and
intelligently.
Before we can understand bitcoin, we need to understand hashing. So what is
hashing? Firstly, hashing is an algorithm. An algorithm is a series of steps to be
performed in order to achieve a partcular goal. We can take the example of
calculatng the average of two numbers. To calculate the average of two
numbers one needs to add them up and divide the sum by two. The adding and
dividing are the steps which need to be performed in order to achieve the goal
i.e. calculatng the average.
An algorithm is a series of steps to be performed in order to achieve a
partcular result.
Every algorithm can be thought of as a system and every system has this basic
structurey there is an input, processing and output.

Output

Input
processing

Thinking back about our example of the average of two numbers. The input
would be our two numbers (let’s say 5 and 3). The processing would be the
additon and division by two. The output would be our actual average (which is
4).
There are many diferent types of hashing algorithms but the one we will
concern ourselves with is SHA256 because that’s the engine of bitcoin.
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Computers internally do not use numbers in the form we are most familiar with
but handle only zeroes and ones. A single zero or a single one is called a bit.
The bit is the smallest unit of informaton that a computer can handle. For
convenience bits are grouped in bundles of 8 which we call bytes. The output
of the SHA256 algorithm is always 32 bytes or 256 bits in length, hence the
name. SHA stands for Secure Hashing Algorithm. The output of SHA256 is
called a hash.
The input of SHA256 can be any data that you can store on a computer. It can
be a text, an e-mail, an image or a movie. It can be short or long; any arbitrary
length.
The processing that occurs during SHA256 is long and complicated. It is really
beyond the scope of this discussion. There is however nothing secret about it.
You can google it and fnd out exactly what SHA256 does if you are interested.
It doesn’t really mater what it does, however three propertes are very
important.
1. SHA is deterministc. This means that exactly the same input will lead to
exactly the same output every tme.
2. It is irreversible. That means that if I tell you the output, there is no way for
you to tell what the input was. You can try to fnd out through trial and error
but since the input could be anything, if you don’t have a hint of what it might
be, that’s a hopeless technique. It might seem surprising to some that an
algorithm about which the steps are known could be irreversible but that’s not
really so strange. Let’s go back to our example of the average. If I tell you what
the output is, can you tell what the input was? If you know that the average
was 4, then the input could have been 5 and 3 or 88 and -80 or 1 and 7, etc.
3. A slight change in the input leads to a completely diferent output. That’s
really a consequence of the second property. It ensures that you cannot hone
in on a partcular target output by contnuously tweaking the input.
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SHA256

Output

Input
processing
SHA256
Any data on a
computer of
arbitrary lengthy
* a text
* a movie
* etc.

A 256 bit long or 32
byte long number
generally referred to
as a ‘hash’

Propertesy
1. Deterministc
2. Irreversible
3. Slight change in input -> totally diferent output
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A small bit about numbers
Denary numbers
We use 10 numerals for the numbers we use day to day, namely 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5,
6, 7, 8, 9. What do you afer nine? You have run out of numerals so you simply
recycle the ones that you have already used and add an extra digit to the
number. So it contnuesy 10, 11, 12, ... Those numbers are known as denary
numbers.
Binary numbers
Computers, inside their chip, don’t use denary numbers. They use only zero
and one. So how do they represent the number two? Well it needs to recycle
the numerals already and add an extra digit. Two is being represented as 10.
Hexadecimal numbers.
But why stop there? Programmers ofen use 16 numerals. The frst ten are the
same and afer that they use a, b, c, d, e and f. So the numbers goy 0, 1, 2, 3, 4,
5, 6, 7, 8, 9, a, b, c, d, e, f, 10, 11, 12, ...
These are known as hexadecimal numbers. They are convenient because they
allow larger numbers to be represented with fewer digits.
It is important to note that all these are merely diferent ways of representng
the same numbers and they are not special in any way. Seventeen can be
writen 17, 10001 or 11 as denary, binary and hexadecimal respectvely.
Most of the tme the context will make clear how numbers are being
represented. It is common practce to add the prefx 0x” in front of
hexadecimal numbers when the context is not enough. So the number 0x45 is
defnitely the number sixty-nine.

Hashes are always writen in hexadecimal form so no prefx is necessary.
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Making bitcoin happen
Okay. All that is fne and well but how does any of this make bitcoin happen?
Well, imagine I have a public ledger. A single page from this ledger shall be
called a block”. On this, I write transactons. Say I have one bitcoin and I send
it to Bob. Now I have zero and Bob has one. More transactons are added to
the block.
There is a network of computers owned by the bitcoin community that we shall
call the bitcoin network”. The people who own those computers shall be
called the miners”. They take the block and produce a hash using SHA256. The
miners are trying to make the output of the hash ft certain constraints. How
can they do that since the algorithm is deterministc? They add a nonce to the
block. Nonce” stands for number used only once”. Changing that input a litle
will completely change the output. They are trying to produce a hash with a
certain number of leading zeroes. Let’s say seven zeroes for example.
A block
Hash
e.g.y
000000075ed455f985e34 ...

Transactony
Gregg to Bob, 1 bitcoin

Noncey e.g. 0x4e55d

Bitcoin network
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So they try one nonce afer the other untl one fnds a nonce such that when
added to the block, it produces an output with the required number of leading
zeroes. It’s a game of probability. It could be the frst nonce you try, or you
might have to try a billion tmes.
It’s a compettve race where everyone is trying to be the frst to fnd a good
nonce. The more computng power you can bring to the table, the more likely
you are to be the frst to fnd it. Let’s say John is the frst miner to fnd a good
nonce. He does broadcast his fnd to the rest of the network. Everyone can
then check for themselves that the nonce is indeed correct and then John is
acknowledged to be the frst to fnd it. John is then said to have mined” the
block and as a reward he can pay himself 12.5 bitcoins. Those bitcoins come
out of thin air into John’s bitcoin wallet.
While the community was trying to mine the block, more transactons have
happened and they were added to a queue. They are now used to fll the next
block and the community gets mining again.
There is an important twist here though and this is what made bitcoin possible.
Before bitcoin, people had been thinking for many years about digital
currencies. There was a problem and it was called the double spending
problem. How could you make sure that people wouldn’t cheat and spend the
same money twice? This twist is very simple but very powerful. You simple add
the hash from the right nonce to the next block. Similarly the block just mined
had the hash from the previous block. That's why the entre public ledger is
called a blockchain. The hashes string the blocks together like in a chain.

Block 201

Block 202

Block 203

Hash

Hash

Hash

transactons

transactons

transactons

Nonce

Nonce

Nonce
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Blockchain
A blockchain is the creaton of an immutable digital record.
To work efectvely two conditons are requiredy
1. A cryptographic hash of the previous block has to be carried through each
and every block.
2. Several copies of the blockchain must exist in separate places that are not
controlled by the same party. The more partes control a copy, the more
reliable the blockchain.

So now imagine that I want to be malicious and pretend that I had ten bitcoins
instead of one and afer giving one to Bob I now have 9 lef. Can I change the
block afer the fact? That doesn’t work. Not only will I be unable to change
every copy of the blockchain but the hashes would no longer add up. With
every new block added to the chain, it gets much harder to change the data in
a given block.
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Rewards and difficulty
Why do miners mine? What do they get out of it? For each block a miner
successfully mines, he receives a reward. The reward are bitcoins generated
out of thin air and going into the bitcoin wallet of the miner. Right now the
reward is 12.5 bitcoins per block. In additon the miner also gets the fees
relatng to the transactons in the block.
Every 210,000 blocks, which is about every 4 years, the reward is cut in half. In
about three years from now the reward shall be 6.25 bitcoins per block. This
will contnue untl a total of 21 million bitcoins have been mined. Then the
miners will no longer receive rewards for the mining and will need to rely
purely on the transacton fees as an incentve to mine.
Mining costs money. It takes electricity and an investment in hardware. The
value of bitcoin is determined by supply and demand. When the value of
bitcoin is high, many miners join the bitcoin network and compete for the
reward of the next block. When the value of bitcoin goes down, miners drop
out as they deem it no longer proftable to mine.
The more computng power ( or hashing power as it’s ofen referred to ) there
is in the network the sooner you might expect a good nonce to be found. But
the bitcoin rules state that you should have a block roughly every 10 minutes.
How does that work? The answer is that the difculty is being adjusted. The
more leading zeroes are required at the start of the hash, the harder it is the
fnd the nonce.
Mining 2,016 blocks should take about two weeks. Every 2,016 blocks the
miners check how long it actually took to mine the blocks and the difculty is
adjusted accordingly by increasing or reducing the number of leading zeroes
required for each hash.
One can keep track of bitcoin rewards and halving tmes on
www.bitcoinblockhalf.com.
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Confrmatons
If you have ever done a bitcoin transacton then you know that they are not
instantaneous. There are a couple of reasons for that.
When you send your transacton, it goes into a queue. This queue is called the
mempool” by the community. Transactons are selected from the mempool to
go into the next block but they are not necessarily selected in the order in
which they were generated. The miners pick and choose the transactons with
the highest transacton fee frst. It is possible to volunteer higher transacton
fees to see a transacton processed faster.
There is a new block about every 10 minutes. Thus, if the mempool is empty,
that’s on average how long it will take to see a frst confrmaton of your
transacton. One confrmaton means your transacton is now in a mined block.
Each subsequent block mined is an additonal confrmaton of your transacton.
When blocks are mined there is always a very small chance that two miners will
fnd a good nonce at the same tme. They both get acknowledged as the miner
of the block by about half the miners. Then the blockchain splits and the
network is now working with two diferent versions of the blockchain.
Subsequent blocks are only going to be accepted by half the miners. The rules
state that miners should always accept the longest blockchain as the valid one.
Those splits usually get resolved quickly and half the miners drop their version
of the blockchain in favour of what has become the dominant version. That
means that all transactons that happened in the orphaned” blocks are null
and void. The bitcoins are not lost. They are stll in the original wallet and it’s as
if those transactons never happened.

To avoid these problems it is common practce for a business to wait for 6
confrmatons before considering a debt paid.
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Looking at the blockchain
The blockchain is public informaton so anyone can look at it. I shall use the
website btc.com as an example but this is by no means the only or best way to
look at the blockchain. In fact, I encourage you to look at several websites and
ensure yourself that indeed the blockchain is decentralized and every copy is
identcal. Examples of other websites are blockexplorer.com and
blockchain.info. Looking at the blockchain could be a way of making some of
the concepts more concrete and make them crystallize in your mind.
Let’s have a look at the screenshot below.

You notce the height of the block in the frst column. The height is just a fancy
way of saying the number of the block. The numbering is very straightorward.
The frst block was number one, the next number two, etc. Bitcoin has been
going on since 2009 and there is a new block about every 10 minutes so there
are just under half a million blocks by now (in 2017).
In the ffh column you see the age of the blocks. You can tell that they are
roughly 10 minutes apart but not strictly so.
In the last column you can see the hash of the blocks. Notce that the hashes
are hexadecimal numbers, notce that they all have the same length and notce
how they all have leading zeroes. It is okay for them to have more leading
zeroes than required.
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If I click on a specifc block then I will see more informaton.

Here I see miscellaneous informaton like the number of transactons in the
block (2,143). Notce how I am also told the hash of the previous block as this
needs to be included in the current block. I am also told the nonce for that
block.
If I scroll down then I get to see the actual transactons inside the block. In the
frst column I should see the sender of the coins. This column is given the name
coinbase”. The frst transacton represents the reward given to the miner of
the block. These coins come out of thin air so there is nothing in the frst
column except for the word coinbase”. The amount equals the reward (12.5)
plus the transacton fees. Here a total of 14.45748384 bitcoins.
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So now why is bitcoin worth anything?
We are used to the idea of gold being worth something. Why was gold so
important as an exchange of value throughout history?
Well gold is neither too abundant nor too rare to be useful as a currency. You
can’t just expect to pick it of the ground like you would sand but there is stll
enough of it around for it to be of practcal use.
Gold is durable. It doesn’t rust or spoil. If you have it, you can expect to have it
tomorrow.
And fnally, this one is really important. It takes work to get gold. It has to be
dug out the ground and then processed and purifed to make it into a gold coin.
Gold represents done labour. It’s an act of goodwill between two people. I give
you gold that took tme and efort to produce and in exchange you give me
food or some product that took you efort to acquire.
Bitcoin has many of the same propertes.
There are neither too few nor too many of them around.
It cannot rust or spoil since it’s only digital.
It does represent done labour since it took spent electricity and an investment
in hardware to acquire.
The way the rules are right now, there will never be more than 21 million
bitcoins. This might not sound like much but it is possible to spend 100
millionth of a bitcoin. As bitcoin increases in value, smaller and smaller
fractons will be used.

Gold
Limited supply
Durable
Requires efort to acquire
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Bitcoin

Cold storage
Imagine you have a box with a lock. You want people to use the box to send
you stuf but you don't want thieves to be able to open the box. You give
people a public key. It can be used to close the box but once closed the same
key won't open it. You keep a private key and that's the only key that can open
the box. It takes a public key to close it but a private key to open it.
This is widely known as public-key cryptography and is ubiquitous in our
modern world. When you communicate with your bank over the internet, the
bank sends you a public key. The key is used to encrypt the informaton you
send them and only the bank can decrypt it with their private key. All this
happens in the background without you necessarily being aware of what's
going on.
In many browsers this is represented by a green padlock in the top lef corner
to let you know that the communicaton is encrypted.
With bitcoin, a public key enables people to send bitcoin to your wallet. Your
private key is the only way to have access to those bitcoins. Most people use
websites that ofer bitcoin wallets and shield them from the technical details
required. A username and password gives access to the bitcoin in their wallet
and the private keys are managed by the website.
When private keys are managed by third partes online, there's always a chance
that a hacker will steal the bitcoins. The safest but also least convenient way of
storing bitcoin is by means of cold storage. In that situaton the private key is
taken of the internet and any computer and instead writen or printed on a
piece of paper and kept in a safe.
Cold storage is used for secure long term storage. It is good practce for
companies that manage bitcoin for customers to keep at least a fracton of
their reserve in cold storage in order to mitgate risks.
Cold storage is the ofine storage of the private key to a bitcoin wallet for
more secure and typically long term storage.
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Is bitcoin anonymous?
Bitcoin is completely anonymous as long as you stay strictly within the bitcoin
system. When creatng a bitcoin wallet there is no requirement to give your
name or address. You can go to bitaddress.org and generate a new bitcoin
wallet completely anonymously. You are then responsible for managing this
wallet and keeping the private key safe. People typically don’t do this however
and choose the convenience of various websites that ofer an easy interface to
use bitcoin. Those websites require varying degrees of identfcaton before
they may be used.
There are a couple of ways that your transactons may not be anonymous. The
obvious one is when you tell people what your bitcoin address is. People can
then look up your wallet in the blockchain and follow your transactons both
forwards and backwards in tme. To mitgate this, some businesses give every
customer a new bitcoin wallet for every transacton.
Another way is when you use exchanges; these are places where you can buy
and sell bitcoins for other currencies. Depending on where in the world they
operate, they may be subject to a wide variety of diferent legislaton.
Exchanges typically require that you identfy yourself and require varying
degrees of proof.
Some will argue that honest people have nothing to hide while others will
argue that governments cannot be trusted and thus shouldn’t know their
business.

While it is possible to be strictly anonymous with bitcoin this is typically not
the case unless one does take precautons.
Do note however that once specifc bitcoins have been identfed in the
blockchain, they are completely traceable both forwards and backwards in
tme.
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Cryptocurrencies: security and future innovatons
Bitcoin is only one of many diferent cryptocurrencies. A cryptocurrency can
loosely be defned as a system that uses a blockchain to exchange value
between partes.
One needs to realize that there is a bit of tension within the community of
cryptocurrencies. Some critcize bitcoin for falling behind when it comes to the
technology. Changes to bitcoin tend to be slow and small. Bitcoin is rather
conservatve.
Other cryptocurrencies want to innovate and push the envelope and evolve a
lot faster. With this faster change comes some risks. The faster a technology
does change, the higher the risk faws being introduced and being exploited by
hackers.
Ethereum is an example of another such cryptocurrency. It wants to innovate
and is less conservatve than bitcoin. A hack caused coins to be stolen during
ethereum’s history. A part of the community wanted to roll back the changes
so people could get their money back, others wanted to contnue with the
existng blockchain without rolling back anything. This is the reason why today
we have ethereum and ethereum classic.
So far the bitcoin protocol has never failed and never been hacked. If you hear
stories about bitcoins lost or stolen then this is usually the result of people’s
negligence. If you hear of accounts being hacked then this is the fault of third
partes that manage bitcoin wallets for you. Mt gox is a famous such example.
It was a company that managed people’s bitcoin but their security was
breached and a lot of bitcoins got stolen.
Today (November 2017) a bitcoin is just over € 6,000. The total number of
bitcoins mined so far is 16.6 million. That means that all the bitcoins together
are worth roughly € 100 billion. This is known as the market capitalizaton” or
market cap” for short. The higher the market cap, the bigger a target a
cryptocurrency becomes for criminals and hackers. If the currency were hacked
then the value of individual coins would drop and so would the market cap.
Thus, we can think of the market cap as a measure of the reliability and
security of the cryptocurrency. Right now, bitcoin is € 100 billion secure.
The website htpsy//www.coinmarketcap.com does list the market cap for
many diferent cryptocurrencies.
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Trade-of between security and innovaton
Fast change and innovaton
Higher risk of a security failure
Slow change and innovaton
Lower risk of a security failure

Market cap = (price of each coin) x (all coins mined so far).
The market cap is a measure of how secure a currency is. Bitcoin is € 100
billion secure.
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21 million and no more?
Once 21 million bitcoin will have been mined, no more bitcoins will ever be
mined. Miners will need to rely strictly on transacton fees as an incentve to
mine. At least, that’s the theory and that’s how the rules are right now. There
are two things to consider here though.
The frst thing is what I call dead bitcoins”. These are bitcoins where the owner
has either lost their private key or they died and didn’t pass it on to anyone.
Dead bitcoins are bitcoins that for some reason or another are no longer accessible. They are stll technically in the blockchain but no longer in circulaton. As
tme goes on, more and more bitcoins will be dead.
Dead bitcoins cause defaton. Since fewer bitcoins are in circulaton, the value
of each bitcoin goes up. As the value goes up, smaller and smaller fractons of a
bitcoin will be spent. The smallest fracton of a bitcoin that can be spent is one
hundred millionth of a bitcoin. This is called a Satoshi in honour of the inventor
of bitcoin. As more bitcoins become dead, the value of Satoshis will go up.
Right now, the value of a Satoshi is negligible and that’s the way you want it. If
the value goes up too much, how will you pay for small things? It will take a
really long tme before any of this becomes a problem but as the value of a
Satoshi becomes too high, there will be a need to lower the value of bitcoin by
producing more bitcoins. The idea of ‘never’ raising the cap is not sustainable.
The second thing will become a problem much sooner. It relates to the queue
transactons go into. Before transactons fnd their way into a block, they go
into the mempool”. Transactons are not placed in the blocks in the order in
which they were generated but based on their fee. So, if you want to see a
transacton confrmed quickly, you need to volunteer a high fee.
What will happen when the rewards become very small? Mining bitcoin will
become less proftable and thus miners will drop out. This is bad news as it
makes bitcoin less decentralized and therefore less stable. The soluton to
miners dropping out? Either raise the fees or raise the cap!
Will raising the cap cause infaton and decrease the value of bitcoins? If the
rate at which bitcoins are generated is equivalent to the rate at which bitcoins
become dead, the value will remain stable.
How realistc is the raising of the cap? Raising the cap would require 95%
agreement among the miners. Of course, it’s precisely those miners that have
the incentve to raise the cap as the mining becomes less proftable so I believe
it is reasonable even inevitable, given enough tme, that the cap will be raised.
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Hope you enjoyed!
If you found this informaton helpful then maybe you would consider a
donaton.
bitcoiny
1EKMkZi3m5f79fZxnx4nEyDfjuPv57h8km
litecoiny
Lh3wU6gZDeHGA5uEXvFkH1YXHErxVr8MkH
Ethereumy
0xbAa0C7312053Ea1918B62dAe9da6e9D6F61BAD6a
Alternatvely, you may also do a fat donaton through paypaly
greggink@gmail.com
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